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INTRODUCTION

GridMan is an interactive grid manipulation system. It operates on grids to produce
new grids which conform to user demands. The input grids are not constrained to come
from any particular source. They may be generated by algebraic methods, elliptic methods,
hyperbolic methods, parabolic methods, or some combination of methods. The methods
are included in the various available structured grid generation codes. These codes perform
the basic assembly function for the various elements of the initial grid. For block
structured grids, the assembly can be quite complex due to a large number of block
comers, edges, and faces for which various connections and orientations must be properly
identified. The grid generation codes are distinguished among themselves by their balance
between interactive and automatic actions and by their modest variations in control. The
basic form of GridMan provides a much more substantial level of grid control and will
take its input from any of the structured grid generation codes. The communication link to
the outside codes is a data file which contains the grid or section of grid.

The grid, whether imported or not, is like a sculptor's clay and the GridMan user is
like the sculptor who employs his tools to transform his clay into a masterpiece. Like the
actions of the sculptor, the manipulations are dynamic. They appear visually as real time
grid deformations that occur in dynamic response to local grid controls. As the user
interactively applies the controls in various regions, the grid alterations successively and
dynamically change the character and shape of the grid.

The typical grid alterations include the injection or removal of pointwise clusters,
the angle changes between coordinate curves, and the free-form geometric modeling
of region boundaries. In the geometric modeling, the actual bodies in the field are
changed to accommodate variations in the design. Since the grid format does not change,
successive numerical simulations can be set up rather quickly to show the effects of altered
body geometry. The pointwise clusters are usually injected at sections along boundaries
where attached boundary layers are expected and are removed in regions away from bodies
where clustering is not needed and is wasteful. More generally, the clusters can be placed
at any desired location in the field so that a user can, for example, interactively adapt the
grid to the results of a previous simulation in order to gain accuracy in a subsequent
simulation. The angle changes are primarily applied at the boundaries to produce
coordinate orthogonality. As with the clustering, the creation of grid orthogonality is not
restricted to the boundary locations. It can be established at any location.

VERSION SB3000

Version sb3000 is the basic system which operates on single block three
dimensional grids regardless of the source of blocks. In a very direct sense, it can be
applied to a multiblock grid in a roving manner whereby a block section can be taken,
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operatedupon,andthenreturnedto its original place. Theblock sectioncanbea whole
block,a sub-block,orcancut acrossanumberof distinctblocks.

The three coordinate directions in the block are identified by the colors red, green,
and blue. The local controls appear in the form of a sparse control net which is
distinguished by the color yellow, by fatter lines than appear in the grid, and by a spacing
discontinuity adjacent to the boundaries. The number of control points in the red, green,
and blue directions are chosen by the user and are determined by how much control the
user wishes to exercise. While the decision does not depend upon the number of grid
points, it is assumed to be much less in number for each direction.

With the grid block placed in the transitional data file, the user calls GridMan into
action. He is then prompted to choose the type of session among the possibilities of
demonstration cases, restarts, or new grid files. Once the choice is made, the next prompt
is to specify the number of control points for the three directions. After those numbers are
given, the GridMan window comes into view. The window is carved into two primary
spaces. The left hand side is the largest sector and is occupied by the three-dimensional
image of the grid, control net, and block frame. The right hand side is a strip that contains
a header identifying the program name below which are various combinations of graphic
buttons.

The Buttons

The buttons represent the various actions for changing the view of the three
dimensional object, altering the sections of the volume to be seen, selecting a control point
for motion, determining which type of motion, asking for help, and quitting the program.
While the buttons are labeled to identify their purpose, that labeling is quite brief due to the
allotted screen space. To compensate for this space limitation, as the cursor moves over a
button, the header on the strip changes to display a paragraph that gives a full description of
the button's function. This process is dynamic and does not require the user to request
help or push that button. It merely supplies information which can add clarity should there
be some confusion. Its position at the header is sufficiently removed to not be disturbing to
an experienced user who does not need such dynamic help. To push a button, the user
pushes down and releases the left mouse key. In response, the button graphic displays a
depressed key. A repeat click on the button or other action will turn off its function and the
graphic button image will appear as an undepressed key. In this way, the user will
immediately know the status of which functions are on and off.

The Scroll Bar

When a button is pushed for a change of view or a control point motion, a scroll bar
is activated. The scroll bar appears below the three dimensional object on the left hand
portion of the window. Upon the push of a button, the title on the scroll bar changes to
reflect the mode indicated by the button. When the cursor is brought onto the scroll bar
itself, the scroll bar title disappears and is replaced by a ruler that is numbered. The

numbers appear at each end to define the range and at the current ruler location indicated by
a red vertical arrow that points upward. By placing the cursor on top of the arrow, it can

be dragged to a new location on the ruler. The drag is executed by depressing the left
mouse key, rolling the mouse until the arrow is at the desired ruler location, and then

undepressing the left mouse key. The result of the action appears as soon as the mouse key
is undepressed.
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While thedraggingof theverticalarrowrepresentsadiscreteresponse,a continuous
responseis availableby usingthesmallbuttonswhichappearat eachendof thescroll bar.
The innermostbuttonsare labeledby triangles that point away from the bar in their
respectivepositiveandnegativedirections.By depressingoneof thesebuttons,thereis a
continuousmotionin thecorrespondingpositiveornegativedirection.This motionis seen
in thescrollbarbythecontinuouslychangingpositionof theverticalarrow. Thesmoothly
changingvaluesfrom thescrollbararefed to theprogramto performthesmoothchanges
thatcorrespondto thecurrentlychosenoperation.This motionis stoppedwhenthescroll
barbuttonis released.The speedof theoperationcanalsobechangedto accommodate
distinctneeds.A fastmotionmayfirst bedesiredto getpointsor viewsquickly into some
sortof generalpositionandthenbe followed by a slowermotion to moreaccuratelyalter
suchposition. Thisoptionfor speedadjustmentis offeredby theoutermostbuttonson the
scrollbar. Successiveclicks on theleft outermostbuttonwill successivelyslowdownthe
motion. The slowdown is indicatedby a downarrowon the button. Likewise, theright
outermostbuttonis labeledwith anuparrowandwill causeanincreasein speedwith each
click.

While thescroll baroffersbothdiscreteandcontinuousmotion with speedcontrol,
therangeof its operationhasbeengivenby arulerof aspecifiedinitial length. This length
canalsobechangedby usingthemiddlebuttonsof thesetof threewhich appearoneach
endof thescrollbar. Theothertwo havebeenseento definethecontinuousmotionandits
speed. The middle buttonon the left is labeledby two triangles that point towards
themselves.Successiveclicks on it will shrink theruler length. Likewise, the middle
buttonon theright handsidewill expandtheruler length. It is labeledwith two triangles
thatpoint awayfromeachother.

TheThreeDimensionalDisplay

Thethree-dimensionaldisplayconsistsof upto four constitutiveelements.Theseare
(1) theCartesianx, y, andz axesof theworld space,(2) thegrid block framewhich shows
theblock edges,(3) thegrid, and(4) thecontrolnet. Thetopthreebuttonsallow theuser
to displayanycombinationof grid, netandframe. Theflexibility offeredhereis thatone
can simultaneously view thesethreeitemsto takenoteof therelativepositionsof each
or canremovesomeof themto moreclearlyinspectaparticularpartof interest.

The Cartesianx, y, andz axesprovide theframeof referencefor changesin view.
Theydefinethespacein which theobjectof our actionsis beingtaken. Theblock frame
givesaview of theentireblockvolumein amannerwhichdoesnotobstructtheview of the
currentelementswithin that volume. The frameis built up from the edgesof the grid
block. Aside from the edgesthemselves,a plot of the boundarygrid points adjacentto
thoseedgescanappear.Thesepointsareconnectedto theircorrespondingedgepointsand
to eachotherin their successiveorder. In addition,thereis ameaningto their appearance
or non-appearance.Whenthefirst layerof grid ona faceis in view,GridMan considers
thatboundaryto bespecifiedonagrid pointby grid pointbasis.Otherwise,whenonly the
faceedgesappear,GridMan generatesthefacefrom thecorrespondingsheetof boundary
control points. For this selection,thereis a togglebutton (entitledToggle boundary
Form) to switchbetweenthe specifiedboundaryandtheonewhich is openedfor free-
form manipulation.Thereis alsoa togglebuttonentitledFrame to switchonandoff the
displayof theframeandworldspaceaxiscombination.

Thegrid is displayedby thegraphof onesheetat atime. This appearsin thechosen
colorcode. In particular,aconstantvaluein thereddirectionis plottedasaredcoordinate
sheet;aconstantvalueof green,a greensheet;anda constantvalueof blue, ablue sheet.
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The view of the grid is toggled on and off with the key entitled View Grid. There is also
the option to display additional images of the grid sheet that are reflected about the origin in
the respective Cartesian world space directions. The mirror images are activated by the
three toggle buttons entitled Mirror X, Y, and Z. These appear immediately below
View Grid. In addition, there is a button entitled Smooth which smooths the grid lines
to remove the stair case effect of plotting lines that are not aligned with the rows or columns
of pixels on the screen. A final grid display button is provided to examine the grid surface
for its geometric features. It is entitled Render and shows the grid surface as a solidly
colored object under light sources. The L key on the key board returns the user to the
previous mode.

Like the grid, the control net is displayed by a graph of one sheet at a time. That
sheet appears with fatter lines and is displayed in the color yellow. Since the the actions are
executed by control point movements, it is important to also display the effect of such
motion relative to the current net sheet. A control point is identified within a sheet by the

intersection of the two other net sheets. The intersection is identified by a change from the
color yellow to that of the intersecting sheet direction and by still even fatter lines. For
example, if the current net sheet corresponds to the grids plotted in blue, then the
intersecting ones are represented in red and green respectively. Thus, the red intersection
appears in red and the green in green. In addition, this intersection represents a point on a
control net curve that intersects the current net sheet. To witness the most immediate effect

of a motion without too much screen clutter, this net curve is plotted only up to the first
control net point on either side of the current net. On the boundaries, there is only one side
for this plot while in the interior there are two. It is distinguished by the color turquois.
The net sheet display is toggled on and off by the button entitled Net. Unlike the grid, the
net is not given the mirror or render option. Because of the fatness of the lines, the
smoothing option is not needed.

The last display button is entitled Depth. It is used to clarify graphically which part
of an object is in front of another object or part ofanobjectThis isnecessary to see items as
they naturally appear in three-dimensions. Otherwls6, something in the inside could be
plotted over something on the outside. This operation is known as depth queuing and is
well known. In the present case of Cartesian axes, the frame, the net, and the grid; the
improvements from the depth queuing are modest. With solidly colored objects, the
improvement is much more substantial.

Change of View

Given a three-dimensional object in the display, the position from which it is viewed
may not be appropriate and must be changed for a better inspection. This is accomplished
with the buttons under the subheading Change View. The basic rigid body motions are

attached to the world space coordinate axes. The respective rotations are about the point
center of mass of the entire grid block. This is computed in a pointwise rather than
volumetric sense so that the emphasis is given to the point densities that are viewed. The
center components are then just the separate averages over the total number of block points
in the respective x, y and z directions. The rotations appear as a row of three buttons
entitled Rotate X, Y, and Z. The respective translations are given by the next row of
three which are entitled Transl X, Y, and Z. Relative to the point center of mass, the
graphic image can be expanded or contracted with a zooming operation. The operation is
activated with the Zoom button. Once activated for rotate, translate, or zoom, the scroll

bar is dynamically labeled to reflect the choice. The user then moves the cursor to the scroll
bar and performs the labeled task. As mentioned in the scroll bar discussion, there are the
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options for continuous motion with adjustable speed and range as well as the discrete
motion by use of the ruler position arrow.

While the center of gravity position generally keeps the graphic object in view for the
rotate and zoom operations, the zoom to inspect a particular part of the grid may fall off of
the screen. This would then require the user to apply a translate to bring it back into view.
Rather than be forced into this situation, an alternative operation is offered. The operation
is entitled Focus. When the Focus button is pushed, the user brings the cursor to a
position on the screen, depresses the left mouse key, drags the cursor in a diagonal
manner, and releases the mouse key. This dynamically puts a rectangular box in screen
space about the region to be expanded. When the left mouse button is released, the
expanded image appears. While such expansions can be done any number of times in
succession, there is an undo command that allows the user to step back up to eight times.

Beyond eight, the previous stages are not stored. Each step back to a previous stage is
accomplished by clicking on the Un-do button. The last button is entitled Reset
Graphics and brings back the original view of the object from the very beginning of the
session.

The Selection of Net and Grid Sheet Displays

The display of the net and grid is given by sheets that can be seen in detail without
the clutter that results should a three dimensional volume be displayed. The sheets are just
the coordinate or natural net surfaces that are given by holding fixed one of the three
curvilinear coordinates. The three dimensional volumetric view then comes from the

dynamics of shifting through the collection of sheets.

The motion of the net sheet is given by pressing the key entitled Scroll Net Sheet.
With each click of this button, the net sheet is scrolled in the current direction in the current
plus or minus orientation. This scrolling action will go up to a boundary, will go to the
opposite boundary, and will continue back towards the first boundary. Along with the
scroll of the net, the grid display will also scroll should it be in view. This occurs because
GridMan automatically chooses to display the closest grid sheet in the same direction.
This automatic selection is made because the grid sheet closest to the net reflects most
closely the character of the net as compared to sheets that are further away. Thus, when a
control point is to be moved, its major effect on the grid can be witnessed most directly in a
dynamic manner.

To change directions or the orientation in a given direction, there is a row of buttons
just below the Scroll Net Sheet button. These are labeled I, J, g , and +/-. In
keeping with the red, green, blue convention there is a one-to-one correspondence of (I, J,
K) with (red, green, blue). In fact, the I appears in red; the J, in green; and the K, in blue.
As an alternative, the scroll in the current direction can also be executed with the I, J, or K
button with the same color as the grid display should it be present. When the color is
different, the sheet is flipped into one with the color of the pressed button. The sheet
which appears from the flip is the one which passes through the current control point that
was highlighted on the previous sheet. That same point is also highlighted on the flipped
sheet which indicates that no scrolling action occurred on the press of the given button.
Further presses on the same button or on the Scroll Net Sheet button will give the
scrolling action. This can be continued any number of times. To reverse the orientation the

plus/minus button +/- must be pressed.

Aside from the grid display as it appears in the scroll of the control net, there is a
separate means to view it. This is important so that a user can view the entire volume of the
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grid. This is accomplishedwith the press of the button entitled Scroll Grid Sheet.
Once pressed, the scroll bar is labeled accordingly and the user then moves the cursor to the
scroll bar to perform the operation. With this operation, the grid sheets in the current
direction are scrolled from the original position. The motion is either discrete or
continuous. In the continuous case, the view appears in a dynamic form like a movie.
This temporal approach gives a real feel of how the grid behaves in a volumetric sense.
This motion is independent of the net. Should the net be still in view, it will appear
statically in its original position. To switch directions, the user must return to the buttons
on the fight hand side to change the net direction and then to scroll the grid again.

The Selection of a Control Point

A control point is identified by its displayed control net sheet and the highlighted
intersection of the two sheets in the directions of the other colors. Within the yellow net
sheet, the current control point position is where the two control point curves of different

colors intersect. In the case of a blue direction, the displayed grid if it appears is blue and
is near the mostly yellow net sheet. In the red direction (constant sheets of red), there is a

red net curve through the current control point. Likewise, there is a green net curve in the
green direction. The intersection of red and green identifies the current control point. In
addition, the current point is identified geometrically with the net curve that extends
transversely piercing the sheet. The extent of that curve is limited to connect the net points
just above and below the current net point. It appears in a turquois color.

With the scrolling operation for net sheets, a sheet in which the point lies can be
selected. The next operation is to move the highlights to the points that we wish to
identify. This is achieved by scrolling within the current net sheet. The action is taken by
clicking the buttons which appear under the sub-heading entitled Choose Control
Point. Again there is a sequence of I, J, K, and +/- buttons. Like the previous
buttons for the net sheet scrolling, the same functionality and color codes apply. The only
distinction is that nothing happens if one presses a button of the same color as the current
net sheet direction. This, however, is just common sense because there are only the other
two colors left for the scrolling action within the net sheet. That scrolling action is exactly
the same as with previous case of the net sheets themselves.

The Motion of a Control Point

Once a desired control net point is identified to be the current net point, there are two
options provided for movement. It can be moved within the net sheet surface or along the
transverse links to the control points just above and below the net sheet surface.

To move within the net sheet, the button entitled Move On The Plane must be

pressed. The cursor then appears at the center of the screen and a movement of the mouse

will cause a motion of the control point. In effect, the motion of the mouse is mapped into
a corresponding motion of the control point in its net surface. Along with this control point
motion, the three dimensional grid is dynamically altered. This dynamic is seen as a
smooth continuous motion of the grid in real time with the control point. Because the
closest grid sheet to the net is in view, the most prominent changes in the grid are seen in
this dynamic fashion. To see the effect on the full three dimensional grid, the user must
apply the scroll grid sheet options in the various directions. During the movement, there
are several options that can be exercised. One is a switch between the quadrants about the
original position of the current control point. This is activated by pressing the right
mouse key. The other option is to adjust the mapping to accommodate an interchange of
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the vertical and horizontal motions of the mouse. The is activated by a press of the center

mouse key. The motion is stopped and control is returned to the button array with a press
of the left mouse key.

The speed of the motion within the net sheet can be adjusted. The controls appear in
the buttons immediately below the one for Move On The Plane. To speed up the
motion, press the Fast Moving button. The intensity of increase is given by the number
of times the button is pressed. To slow down the motion, press the Slow button a desired
number of times for the appropriate intensity. With the adjustments for speed, the next
time the user activates the movement in the net sheet, the selected speed of response

appears. The speed adjustment is useful to quickly deform the grid into a desired general
shape and then to be able to slow it down to permit slower more accurate movements.

The motion along the transverse links that pierce the control net sheet is activated by
pressing the key entitled Move Off The Plane. Once pressed the scroll bar becomes
appropriately labeled and the user moves the cursor to operate the scroll bar. This already
contains the speed adjustments. When this motion is occuring the user sees the geometric
changes in the nearest surface appear in real time. This is particularly convenient for the
case when the boundary is to be deformed.

With the two types of motion, the application to the boundary is special. When it is
left in the specified mode, the control point changes have no effect. In order to model the
boundary in a free form manner, the strict adherence to the boundary grid must be released.
This is accomplished by f'u'st moving the current control point to the desired boundary face
and then by pressing the toggle button entitled Toggle Boundary Form. The toggle is a
switch between its rigid specification and its definition in terms of control points. Once in
the free-form state, the motion of any control point on that boundary will change it. The
user can tell if a boundary face is opened up for free-form manipulation by seeing if the

frame graphic does or does not have its fringe of grid points plotted in the first interior
layer.

The End of a Session

The session is ended by two quit commands. The first given by the button entitled
Quit Without Save and the second is given by the button entitled Save Grid Then
Quit. When the grid is to be saved, the user is queried for a file name.

Utilities

The general utility features are a request for more detailed help and the options to use
the key board in certain cases. For example, the I, J, K keys operate with the same
meaning as the corresponding graphic buttons. The detailed help is activated with the
button entitled CPF Help. The CPF refers to the technical structure of the algorithm.

THE DYNAMIC MANIPULATION OF GRIDS

As an illustration of how the various active elements of the code are applied, an

example session is provided below. This will show the use of the viewing features and the
changes of the graphic object. It will allow one to see how one shifts the various parts of
the three dimensional display about to show the parts of current interest. With the various
configurational steps, the movement actions will be taken. This will demonstrate the
various types of control point motion and their effects.
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aixterm

Single Block Control Point Form of Grid Hnnipulator and in 3-D by PDC

t). Demonstration.

2). Read in initial grid.

3). Resume previous session.

4). Quit.

===> 2

a). plot3d format.

b). plain format.

===_ b

The grid data file should have this format:

grid numbers on one line

loop over all i

loop over all j

loop over all k

loop over ×, y, z values.

Enter file name (q to quit) ===> ../../sb3d/nose.dat

Allocating grid memory...

Reading the input grid. Please wait...

This is basically self-explanatory. You are prompted for different options stop by step. For example.
at the first input prompt (===>). we choose 2 to read in a grid. At rite socond prompt, we choose b
for plain input formaL Then for the third prompt, the file name is entered. Note that since we use

dynamic memory allocation, the size of the grid can I_ a.slarge as your system can take. If you have
insufficient memory, however, you should remove the -DMAXMEM opdon in the Makefile and rypc

make again to re-generate gridman.ab3000.
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aixterm {
grid numbers on one line

loop over all i

loop over all j

loop over all k

loop over x, y, z values.

Enter file name (q to quit) ===> ../../sb3d/nose.dat

Allocating grid memory...

Reading the input grid. Please wait...

Calculating center of ,,ass...

Shifting the grid to the center of mass coordinate...

The grid indices are from (0 0 O} to (49 49 49):

Type <return> to apply CPF to the whole block;

Type 0 to disable CPF (i.e., viewing the input grid only).

You may also enter a sub-block where CPF would be applied.

Remember CPF requires at least 3 grid points in a direction.

You may also enter, for example, 0 0 5 49 49 5, to apply CPF

only to k = 5 grid sheet for a surface manipulation.

_>

CPF block will be from (0 0 O) to (49 49 49).

Enter control numbers in I, J, K directions.

<return> for the default 1:4 control/grid ratio.
Note in CPF the minimum number of controls in one

direction is 5. If this is a CPF surface, put 0 in

the normal direction.

Control numbers are 12 12 12.

Allocating system memory for CPF...

Computing blending functions...

Attaching control net to the grid...

Loading the specific boundaries...

Reconstructing the grid with CPF. Please wait...

2. The first prompt on this picture is really the third prompt on the previous picture. The second
prompt here asks where to apply CPF (Control Point Form). Here we simply type <Enter> to take
default acuon which is to apply CPF to the whole grid block. The third prompt asks for the degrees
of control you would like in each direction. The larger the number is, the more local control you
have in that direction. Here we use the default action.
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--] Grid_an/sb3000 i .!_

Gri an/sb3000

by PDC, 1991

Mirror X

CPF Help

Scroll Grid Sheet

Scroll Net Sheet

Hove On The Plane

;ast Movin!

luit Without Save

Tran s

Select Go_d Entr_

3. After a few moments, you will see the graphics display which has mainly three parts: 1). grid and net

and frame display; 2). scroll bar; 3). menu bar. You generally use leftmousebutwn to choose from
menu bat or to use scroll bar.And some of themenu buttons have their keyboard equivalent. A

dynamic help is available whenever a cursor falls on a button. General help is also available via CPF

JJgJgZbutton.
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-I GridMan/sb3000 !.
Rotate X: rotate picture around

the X axis in the center of mass

coordinate. Use with scroll bar

to the left.

_ew Grid

Mirror X

I_{,x,z_iI|itwillQItJi[_

Transl

4. We first use modeling commands to get a better view of the graphical objects. Here we use scroll

bar to rotate them around X axis. Note that we are using the center of mass coordinate which is the

defaulL To do so, we first click on the Rotate X button, then click and keep pressing the <3icon on

the scroll bar to continuously rotate around X axis.
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Rotate Z: rotate p_cture around

the Z _×_s in the center of mass

coordinate. Use with scroll bar

to the left.

CPF Help

Bcroll Grid Sheet

;croll Net Sheet

4ove On The Plane

uit Without Save

Transl

_eset Gra _hics

5. Now we click on the 7. button (next to Rotate X button) followed by t>of the scmU bar to rotate
about Z-axis. To see which axis is which, refer to the coordinate frame object (you see it clearly on

previous page) which has dotted lines for axes and letters X, Y, Z for directions.
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Grid_an/sb3000

K: (KKEY)

scroll the Control Net Sheet in

dicect_on.

View Grid

[Mirror X

Scroll Grid Sheet

Scroll Net Sheet

4ove On The Plane

4ove )ff The Plane

uit Without Save

_ave Grid Then Quit

Rotate X

Transl

Reset Gra )hics

6. The initial grid and net sheets viewed, by default are the middle sheets in K direction. One may be
interestedin the boundarysurfacesin that direction. The simplestway to do that is clicking on K
button (below Scroll Net Sheetbutton) severalrimes. You will find that whenthe net sheetis
scrolled, the closestgrid sheetto the net sheet in that direction isdisplayed. If you go over, use+/-
button to reverse scrollingdirection.
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___J J_

GridMan/sb3000 I " I/j

Mirror Y: mirror reflection of

the CPF grid about y - 0 plane.

View Grid

Mirror X

ISmooth

m

CPF Help

;croll Grid Sheet

_croll _letSheet

 D3F TF 7=
Choose Control Pe

_ove On The Plane

_ove Off The Plane

tuit Without Save

Save Grid Then Ouit

Print Current Windo_

_otate X

7. Now we click on the Net and Frame buttons (next to _button) to toggle off the viewing of

net and frame. Also since this particular grid is symmetric in Y direction, one can click on the Y

button (next to the Mirror X button) to gct a full view of the grid without distracuon of the net and
the frame.
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K : (KKEY)

sCr011 the Control

K direction.

Net Sheet in

View Grid

Mirror X

uit Without Save

Trans

8. Now we would like to manipulale the grid with conL"ol points. We fixst use K butwn (below Scroll

Net Sh_t button) a couple of times to move out of thc boundary surface just showed, then click on

Net (next to the Vicw Grid button) to put the control net display back on again.
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J: (JKEY)

CPF Help

_crol" Grid Sheet

_crol Net Sheet

+/-

_1oveOn The Plane

Slow

_ove Off The Plane

_uitWithout Save

Rotate X

FOCUS

9. By clicking on i button (below Scroll Net SheetL one gets a view of the net and grid in J direction.
The dark line in the middle is the 3-point transverse vector for the current control sheet that can be
used to guide Move Off The Plane operation.
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I: (IKEY)
scrol] the Control Net Sheet in

direction.

Mirror X

CPF Help

;croll ;rid Sheet

;croll Net Sheet

I_ [,iT/:lllJ iII i [I Ill !:._1i [:_

Transl

Zoom In and Out A

10. Same as above except now we are viewing the objects in I direction. Notice the two thick lines on

this plane whose cross point is where the transverse line goes through. This is the control point we

can dynamically move, either by _ or Move off the Plane button.
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Hirror X

CPF Help

_loveOn The Plane

uit Without Save

Rotate X

Trans

Zoom In and Out A Reset Gra)hics

I1. For now, we choose Move On thePlane. Here you use your MOUSE tocontrol the movement of
that control point on the plane shown. While in this mode, you may click middlemouscbuuon to

change the mapping (you need this if you move your MOUSE horizontally but the control point

moves as if vertically). Clicking the righunousebutton would change the quadrant. If you want to
move fasu_r or slower, you must first quit moving by clicking lcftmousebuuon, then click on the F_t
,[_ or the Slow button once or more, then choose _ to move again.
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K [scroll tne blue centre} line.

1 Scroll Grid Sheet

4eve On The Plane

Rotate X

A

Zoom In and )ut

12. We now want to move one more point (on the same control plane). To do so, one would first buttons
under Choose Control Point to scroll the thick lines. In this example, we only move thick line in K

direction once.
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'Move On The Plane:

move control point with MOUSE.

LEFTMOUSE: to quit _oving mode.

MIDDLEMOUSE: to change mapping.

RIGHTMOUSE: tO change quadrant.

View Grid

CPF Help

5cro11 Grid Sheet

;croll Net Sheet

_ove On The Plane

Zoom In and Out "

13. We choose Move On the Plane again. Here you use your MOUSE to control the movement of that

conu'ol point on the plane shown. While in this mode, you may click middlemousebutton to change

the mapping (you need this if you move your MOUSE horizontally but the control point moves as if
vertically). Clicking the rightmousebutton would change the quadrant, if you want to move faster or

slower, you must first quit moving by clicking lefunouscbuuon, then click on the Fast Moving or the

Slow button once or more, then choose Move On the Plane to move again
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View Net: view the control net.

To scroll in current direction,

choose 'Scroll Net Sheet' while

IJK's will change direction.

View Grid

Mirror X

_crol Net Sheet

_ove On The Plane

Transl

mmmm!
Zoom In and Out A

14. We take off the net by clicking on Net button to see the grid after we have moved those two control

points.
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J direction: iscroll the green control line.

View Grid!

Mirror X

CPF Help

Scroll Grid Sheet

_ove On The Plane

:ast Movi n(

I+[,x,£:lllIIii I, [,;,ll"Jp.l,[,:,,I

lJ_ I [:J P._e]i I i[. I:-+i*i,vJ i[.l'i 11

uit Without ;ave

Rotate X

Transl

Zoom In and Out A _eset Gral)hics

15. Click on i button (below Scroll Net Shccfl to view the grid and net in I direction (although net is
off).
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(: (KKEY)

;croll the Control Net Sheet in

direction.

Mirror X

FTransl

16. Now view the grid in K direction.
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I Scroll Grid Sheet: scroll grid I

sheet in current direction with

scroll bar to the left.

Mirror X

CPF Help

Scroll Grid Sheet

4ove On The Plane

ii[,_z=_,i _=- imm._Jt:.l,r ._

uit Without Save

Transl

Scmoll Grid Sheet

17. To examine grid changes in other sheets, use Scroll Grid Sheet along with the scroll bar. Here, we
scroll to a sheet that is below the sheet just shown. As you can see, the changes are smaller.
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K: (KKEY)
scroll the Control

direction.

Net Sheet in

Mirror X

Scrol Net Sheet

I_[,vL:lal |i IJ[:a :,ira,[_

Focus

"Scroll Grid Sheet

19. We would now like to show the options at the boundary. By clicking on K button (below Scroll Net

,ezb.f&t]several times, one again reaches one of the boundary surfaces in K direction.
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I

view Grid: view the grid sheet

thaL is closest to the control

net sheet. You can view all the

heets with 'Scroll Grid Sheet'.

View Grid

Scroll Grid Sheet

Scroll Net Sheet

Vlove On The Plane

-ast Movin(

uit Without Save

Rotate X

20. Now we toggle off the grid display and begin to examine the frame. You can see f'urst layers of the

grid on all 3 boundary surfaces. They not only tell you the grid spacing, but also the boundary type:

if you see the first layers, then it is the fixed type. Otherwise it is free form. In this picture, the
boundary surface for the K direction is of fixed type.
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Toggle Boundary Form: (BKEY)

toggle between fixed and Free

form on the boudnary the contro}

moint is on.

Mirror X

Scroll Grid Sheet

;croll Net Sheet

_4ove On The Plane

I

"Sct_olI Grid Sheet

21. Now click on ToR_Ie Boundary Form to change the boundary type (the boundary where the control

nat is on!). You can scc now that thc first layers on this boundaryarcoff i.e., it is frcc boundary now.
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Mirror X

View Grid: view the grid sheet

that is closest to the contro}

net sheet. You can view all the

sheets with 'Scroll Grld Sheet'.

icroll Grid Sheet

;croll Net ;heet

ove On The Plane

FTransl

--'_Scvoll Grid Sheet _eset Gra }hics

22. We put the grid display on to see the new grid on dial bounda_ surface. The changes from die fixed

one should be minimal (compared with Picture No.I9).
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Move Off the Plane: move control

point in normal direction to the

selected control plane. Use with

croll bar to the left.

Mi rror X

CPF Help

Scroll Grid Sheet

;croll Net Sheet

_love On The Plane

tuit Without Save

Rotate X

_eset Gra )hics

23. We now exercise the _ that will utilize the scroll bar. As you can see, we push the
control point inside (remember this surface is free-form now).
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I: (IKEY)

scroll the Control Net Sheet in

I direction.

Scrol Grid Sheet

5crol Net Sheet

Move On The Plane

I_[,i.vz_IO]il-_ i i[_l "-i1:i,[_

T-tans 1

_ i_[.i,Illil.i i ilnl.] fill ill ".II=.Ii l;i_ _eset Gra )hics

24. View cl_ng_ inIdirection.
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View Frame: view the grid frame.

Note that the current block will

have a fancier frame which shows

boudary types.

View Grid

Mirror X

CPF Help

Scroll Grid Sheet

Scroll Net Sheet

_love On The Plane

I;[,_,z4td |il li[:a'-J t.l _[:"

luit Without Save

25. View grid sheci in I direction only.
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View Frame: view the grid frame. I

Note that the current block will

have a fancier frame v_hich shows

boudary types.

View Grid

Mirror X

:ast Movin{

U_ _ ! [_I :It] I I I [o _.|/vJ i[o] _ II

ruit Without Save

Rotate X

_eset Graphics

26. View grid sheet in K direction only.
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Toggle Boundary Form: (BKEY) I

toggle between fixed and free

form on the boudnary the control

point is on.

View Grid

Hi rror X

m,=m |foilij[et.]_vl _,)w im

ruit Without Save

Rotate X

Tran s

Focus

_eset Gra )hics

27. Click m T_Io Boun_ Fo_ alvin to swish t_ _ndary f_ _k to _ified (i.e., fixed

tYl_). As you c_ _, t_ grid surf_e is b_k to the original o_.
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